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HOME AND AGRICULTURE.

For the second time this winter...

The Pennsylvania and Jersey Railway has been incorporated, and the company will extend its line from Trenton, N. J., to Spotsylvania County, Va.

The weather today was pleasant and mild, with a gentle breeze from the east.

Two thousand dollars was raised by the sale of a large quantity of coal in Reading, Pa.

A report of the condition of the wheat crop was made by the Wheat Commission.

OPERATIONS FOR APPRECIATION.

The annual meeting of the American Association of Agricultural Scientists was held in New York City.

Brown Fur and Feathering... (Continued)

The annual meeting of the American Association of Agricultural Scientists was held in New York City.

![Cosmopolitan, 1857. - Boston Public Library]
Department of Agriculture,
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
NOTES FROM THE PENNSYLVANIA EXPERIMENT STATION.

REPORTS OF WEEK.

There have been several severe wire storms during the summer and early fall, and a serious number of trees have been blown down. Even a casual observer has observed the thinning of trees from 1902, but that was their death sentence. In the early spring and late summer, they were more or less ground with the earth.

Carefully collected from these reports, these wire storms appear to be a serious threat to forest growth. The storms have been accompanied by strong winds and heavy precipitation, which can cause trees to lean and break off branches. This can lead to an increase in the risk of forest fires and other hazards.

Our latest reports indicate that the situation is worsening. It is important for landowners and forest managers to take steps to mitigate the effects of these storms, including regular pruning and thinning of trees. This will help to reduce the risk of forest fires and improve the overall health of the forest.

If you have any questions or concerns about forest management, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are here to provide guidance and support to help you maintain healthy and productive forests.

Sincerely,
[Signature]
[Name]
Department of Agriculture